Analysis of Organic Lettuce Supply Chain Institutions
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ABSTRACT

Supply chains are formed due to the need of farmers, wholesalers, retailers, supermarkets, and consumers. With a large number of agents in the organic lettuce production starting from the farmers up to supermarkets, it turns out that supply chain management has not proceeded well. Each agent has still no-good cooperation and relationship because they only work and focus on their own goals. Information desired by consumers only reaches the retailers, not up to the farmers as suppliers. This research was aimed to identify the structure of organic lettuce supply chain flow, to analyze the performance of organic lettuce supply chain management, and to formulate alternative solutions for the management performance improvement in the organic lettuce supply chain. The results showed that the agents of the supply chain in the flow of information have not flowed perfectly and completely. Improved and better supply chain management performance is highly required at wholesalers and retailers.
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1. Introduction

In general, institutions of horticultural supply chains still have some constraints including the product-marketing channel that is still too long, the market structure form that leads to oligopsonistic, and the distribution of remuneration to the marketing function that is still uneven (Saptana, 2006). Therefore, the institutions still need improvements as stated by Anantayu (2011) on the integrated institutional system. The development of an integrated institutional system will make the supply chain more efficient by reducing the price margin. This also will make the price of horticultural products, particularly vegetables, become cheaper and competitive. Although there are still some constraints emerging, the role of farmer institutions can determine the success of agricultural development and contribute to the speed of obtaining agricultural information and socio-economic development and the speed of gaining capitals, infrastructure and market conditions. Besides, farmer institutions provide adoption of agricultural innovations (Anantanyu, 2011). Hidayanto et al. (2009) also stated that the development of farmer institutions is highly important since 1) it can solve many agricultural problems; 2) it provides continuity in the effort of disseminating technology or technical knowledge to the farmers; 3) it prepares the farmers to compete in the more open economic structure; and 4) it builds farmer cooperation that can encourage the use of farmers’ resources to be more efficient.

Uphoff (1986) revealed that farmer institutions are the institutions formed by farmers located in a locality area which are in the form of membership organization or cooperation, i.e. farmers who are members of cooperation groups. Therefore, farmer institutions will need and relate each other. Furthermore, Dwi Retno (2012) argued that farmer institutions are managed in more modern ways, such as farmer groups, water user groups, business credit groups, village cooperatives, marketing groups, breeder groups and so on.
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According to Marimin (2019), vegetable supply chain management has special characteristics as follows: 2) vegetables are easily damaged/rotten, 2) in terms of cultivation activities, vegetables tend to depend on climatic or seasonal conditions, 3) vegetable yields have varying sizes and shapes, 4) vegetables are difficult to transport and manage because they have various shapes, and 5) vegetable supply chain management has various forms of partnership starting from informal to formal.

In supply chain activities, the institutions involved will relate to each other. Supply chain needs will also associate with one another. If one of the institutions undergoes a change, it will affect other institutions. In addition, if there is a fulfillment of one need, it will also affect other needs. The inter-agency relationship should be managed as a whole (Marimin, 2010).

A supply chain is initially formed due to the needs of consumers, such as the case examples in the book of Chopra and Meindl (2001) in which a detergent supply chain is formed by the need of consumers to buy detergent. As the example, consumers visit Wal-Mart as a retail store and Wal-Mart itself obtains detergent supplies from a warehouse or distributor transported using a truck. The warehouse or distributor gets the detergent supplies from P&G big factory. P&G obtains the raw materials for detergent manufacture from many suppliers in which the suppliers are also supplied by other suppliers. As another example, packaging plastics are obtained from Tenneco, and Tenneco itself obtains the raw materials from other suppliers. However, over time, the supply chain not only becomes the need of consumers. Indrajit (2005) explained that a supply chain is a system used by organizations to deliver goods and services to customers. Moreover, Pujawan (2005) stated that a supply chain is a network of manufacturers who work together to produce and deliver products to the end users or consumers. It consists of suppliers, manufacturers/ factory, distributors, retailers, and outlets as well as other supporting companies such as logistics service companies. This chain has the same primary goal of providing the distribution or procurement of production goods and services to the end users/consumers.

In this research, the commodity studied was organic lettuce – lettuce crops cultivated without the use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers. As it is known, nowadays, the consumption of organic vegetables is increasingly in demand by consumers. However, based on the field condition, farmers are still not able to face directly the markets. Therefore, farmers still need cooperation with other institutions associated with the required fields. Institutions involved are farmers, wholesalers, retailers, and supermarkets.

By aligning the vision and mission as well as the coordination of good cooperation between institutions, the purpose of a good system of supply chain management can be achieved. Thus, with this background, the researchers intended to conduct a research about the existing institutions of the organic lettuce supply chain.

**Research Objectives**

The objectives to be achieved in this research are as follows:

a. To analyze the supply chain institutions of organic lettuce
b. To analyze the organic lettuce supply chain

2. Research Method

2.1. Determination of Location and Time of Research

Determination of the research location was done purposively, which involved organic lettuce farmers in Sumberdadi Village, Sumbergempol District, Tulungagung Regency. This research was conducted starting from August to October 2016.

2.2. Data Collection

The types and sources of data used in this research consisted of primary and secondary data. The data were collected purposively. The first objective of this research was analyzed by in-depth interviews with 5-10 members of organic lettuce supply chain institutions. The institutional members consisted of 5 farmers (the Chairman, Vice, Secretary, and 2 farmer group members), 1 wholesaler, 1 retailer, and 3 supermarkets. The interviewer performed this interview technique by interviewing each of the selected interviewees face-to-face.

In analyzing the second objective, a questionnaire technique was applied. A questionnaire is a data collection technique done by giving a set of questions or statements to other people (selected as respondents) to be answered. In this research, the questionnaires were given to
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26 farmers, 2 wholesalers, 2 retailers and 4 supermarkets.

2.3. Data Analysis

2.3.1. Institutions of Organic Lettuce Supply Chain

A qualitative descriptive method was used to analyze the organic lettuce supply chain institutions starting from farmers to modern retail companies/ supermarkets. Some of the things explained in detail are the activities and characteristics of each agent in the organic lettuce supply chain starting from farmers to supermarkets.

2.3.2. Organic Lettuce Supply Chain

SCOR (Supply Chain Operation Reference) approach model was applied to solve the second problem or objective, that was to analyze the performance of organic lettuce supply chain management. This approach model consists of three detailed levels (hierarchy). The first level (Level 1) is the highest level that provides a general definition of five basic processes, namely planning, procurement, production, distribution and return. The second level (Level 2) is the translation or explanation of each process mentioned in Level 1 into several types and categories of processes, namely reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, cost, and assets. The process category determination is useful for defining the occurring supply chain processes. The third level (Level 3) is a sequence of processes occurring in each process of Level 2, namely perfect order fulfilment, delivery performance, lead-time, supply chain flexibility, supply chain adjustment, product cost, and cash-to-cash cycle. The five basic processes in SCOR approach model are planning (plan), procurement (source), production (make), distribution (deliver) and return. Each performance indicator is described in the table as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Performance Indicator Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Poor</td>
<td>&lt; 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Marginal</td>
<td>40 – 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Average</td>
<td>51 – 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Good</td>
<td>71 – 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Excellent</td>
<td>&gt; 90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Institutions of Organic Lettuce Supply Chain

Members of the supply chain structure of organic lettuce in Sumberdadi Village generally consist of farmers, wholesalers, and modern retail companies/ supermarkets.

A study conducted by Rahayu and Kartika (2015) suggested that the problems occurring in the potato supply chain institutions in Banjarangara Regency were as follows: 1) the research results were not implemented sustainably; 2) the partnership with the companies did not proceed well; 3) many traders did not pay accordingly to the agreement; 4) traders found it difficult to select farmers whose products meet export standards; 5) the access to information was limited; 6) the access to the means of potato product marketing was limited; 7) the number of competent farmers was very small; 8) the number of available certified potato seeds did not meet the needs; 9) the number of the use of pesticides exceeded the limit; and 10) directing farmers to do cultivation with Good Agriculture Practice (GAP) was difficult.

Moreover, the results of a research conducted by Mustaniroh et al. (2015) using Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM) showed that the element of needs had two levels, with the key sub-elements covering the good apple production, qualified raw materials, and availability of capital for production, qualified human resources, and appropriate product marketing strategies.

Meanwhile, the element of constraints had six levels in which the key sub-elements were that the capital source was difficult to obtain and the human resources were less skilled in the independent sector. On the other side, the element of involved institutions had four levels, with the key sub-element that was the government. The sub-element was in the independent sector, affecting farmers and farmer groups in the Linkage sector.

According to Padmaningrum and Wibowo (2010), the local institutional conditions of agriculture in the development of carrot agribusiness are as follows: 1) Village Unit Cooperatives (KUD) only focus on the provision of production facilities, especially subsidized fertilizers; 2) Rural Bank (BPR) and District Credit Agency are not optimally utilized by farmers, not only because most farmers use their
own capital in carrot farming, but also due to the long procedures of credit taking for capital; 3) Markets at village, district or regency levels have a role in carrot agribusiness which is as the place for farmers selling their carrot crops; 4) the institutional counseling has a role in the development of carrot agribusiness through extension programs. The constraints faced by extension workers in the development of carrot agribusiness include: 1) the difficulty of changing the farmers’ behaviours to farm organically because farmers tend not to take risks by trial and error; 2) the high difficulty of changing or encouraging farmers to switch their seeds to new varieties; 3) the fluctuation in carrot prices causing farmers to lose and are reluctant to develop their farms; 4) the difficulty of marketing instant carrot processed products.

The chain of organic lettuce chain can be seen in Figure 1 below:

**Figure 1. Organic Lettuce Supply Chain Flow**

Description:
- **→**: Goods flow
- **⇒**: Information flow
- **-----**: Cash flow

Based on Figure 1, the flow of goods in the supply chain of organic lettuce started from the farmers performing the activities of organic lettuce cultivation. The flow of goods then continued from the farmers to wholesalers in which the goods had already been in the form of organic lettuce commodities. The wholesalers then distributed the organic lettuce to supermarkets and traditional markets. Prior to being distributed, the organic lettuce had gone through the process of sorting and grading, categorized into two types (grades). The difference is tailored to the demand of supermarkets and traditional markets. Supermarkets require organic lettuce packaged using a thicker plastic and use a label/brand on the packaging. On another side, traditional markets require organic lettuce packaged using a thin plastic only and without using a label/brand. The purpose of the use of thick plastic packaging and the label/brand for the organic lettuce products in supermarkets is to make sure that consumers receive the products with a good quality. Plastic packaging that is not easily damaged will keep the freshness of organic lettuce.

Furthermore, the labelling/branding aims to make consumers more convinced that the products they receive or buy are organic. Once in the supermarkets, the product packaging would be added with the price tag along with the organic lettuce product weight information. This is intended to make consumers more quickly to get information on the product prices in accordance with the weight of the organic lettuce products bought so that the weight or amount of organic lettuce products to be bought is in line with the consumers’ needs. In general, price labelling is adjusted to the concept of supermarkets, which is without any bargaining transaction. The flow structure development of organic lettuce supply chains can be done on the scheme as in the above questions.

It was known that supermarkets received organic lettuce with grade A from the wholesaler 1. Meanwhile, the wholesaler 2 delivered organic lettuce with grade B to the retailers in traditional markets.

The things mentioned above cannot be separated from the rights and obligations of all agents of the organic lettuce supply chain. Here is the description of the rights and obligations of each agent of the organic lettuce supply chain:

**Table 1. Main Duties and Functions of Organic Lettuce Supply Chain Agents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Right</th>
<th>Obligation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Farmers</td>
<td>1. Obtaining organic lettuce prices according to the quality</td>
<td>1. Setting a planting schedule and production schedule to be agreed by the wholesalers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In fulfilling the above obligations, each agent of the supply chain encountered several constraints as follows:

a. Farmers

The farmers experienced difficulties when doing organic lettuce cultivation activities. The farmers were constrained by the erratic weather and climate, such as the increased air temperature (hot weather) in the morning, which then decreased in the daylight. This affected the organic lettuce cultivation productivity and activities. Besides, snails easily attacked organic lettuce plants. Due to the cultivation of organic lettuce, rather than using chemical pesticides, the farmers preferred to implement manual techniques or environmentally friendly materials. Indeed, the farmers were still poorly informed and knowledgeable about the use of organic pesticides.

b. Wholesalers

The wholesaler 1 encountered many requirements and rules when entering supermarkets such as the organic lettuce packaging that should use a thick plastic and a qualified label. In addition, the performances of the wholesalers were influenced by the post-harvest and delivery costs.

c. Retailers

The retailers did not meet the consumers’ expectations. Many consumers received organic lettuce with a damaged packaging or withered lettuce condition. This was because the retailers just put the organic lettuce on the shelves without equipped with a cooler. In addition, the transportation factor also became one of the causes of the damaged organic lettuce packages.

d. Modern Retail Companies/ Supermarkets

Modern retail companies/ supermarkets were not satisfied with the available amount of organic lettuce. Thus, consumers needed to wait...
several days when they run out of organic lettuce stock in supermarkets.

In overcoming those constraints, here are some recommendations that can be applied:

1) The government together with the related agencies or offices should provide facility and infrastructure assistance in developing organic lettuce cultivation because the majority of the farmers are still lack of equipment in the cultivation of organic lettuce, such as the needs of the hoses provided through cooperation. Moreover, the farmers also expect helps in the form of organic pesticides. This is because most farmers do not know the types of organic pesticides for organic lettuce cultivation. As explained in the previous, farmers tend to overcome pests and diseases attacking organic lettuce plants in simple ways. The government is also expected to provide facilities or means for training wholesalers since wholesalers still can not overcome the transportation problems such as the lack of safe medium provision for transporting organic lettuce.

2) In the development of cultivation and improvement of delivery performance, investment/capital assistance from financial institutions are also expected to assist farmers and wholesalers. Financial institutions can provide capital to farmers for the provision of facilities and infrastructure in the hydroponically organic lettuce cultivation. Wholesalers can also use capital assistance to provide transportation and medium for delivering organic lettuce to retailers and supermarkets. In addition, if a good cooperation has been well-built, capital assistance can also be given to retailers for providing shelves for the sale of organic lettuce, which is also equipped with a cooler.

3) Technology development can become a solution in enhancing the availability of organic lettuce supplies and in carrying out the packaging activities. The technology development can be a system of planting organic lettuce hydroponically. However, farmers nowadays only have knowledge of planting organic lettuce in polybags. In fact, with the hydroponic system, farmers actually can plant organic lettuce with two planting systems at once. Therefore, the government should cooperate with the relevant agencies or offices in providing knowledge about the hydroponic system of organic lettuce planting to farmers. Organic lettuce is susceptible to pests and diseases if planted in polybag mediums, causing the lack of organic lettuce supplies. Furthermore, organic lettuce plants are also more susceptible to snail pests and easily rotten if there is too much water contained in the soil. Besides, the technology development can also be utilized for manual packaging activities of organic lettuce.

4) So far, the cooperative relationship only occurs between farmers and wholesalers. Farmers actually can offer cooperative relationships with retailers and modern retail companies/supermarkets. It will have a positive impact because farmers with retailers and modern retail companies/supermarkets can share information accurately one to another. Both parties will benefit equally if a good cooperative relationship is established. Moreover, there will be an agreement in which the rights and obligations are regulated without harming either party.

5) Training human resources involved in the organic lettuce supply chain is one of the given solutions. This is because farmers have not understood about the development of organic lettuce cultivation and pest eradication using organic pesticides. Training provided by the Office of Agriculture and the Office of Industry and Trade is only related to a way of post-harvest handling of organic lettuce. Other than that, farmers rarely get training on the development of organic lettuce cultivation.

3.2. Organic Lettuce Supply Chain

3.2.1. Main Processes in SCOR Model Approach

a. Plan (Planning)

The planning process undertaken by the farmers covered the planning of production quantities, raw materials, and equipment used for the production of organic lettuce. Differently, at the wholesalers, the planning process was in the
form of acceptance of orders from the retailers in traditional markets and supermarkets, information sharing with farmers, and time determination for delivering organic lettuce orders.

At the retailers, the planning process was done by ordering organic lettuce to the wholesalers and providing shelves for laying or putting organic lettuce. Meanwhile, at the supermarkets, the planning process was carried out by ordering organic lettuce to the wholesaler 1, providing shelves equipped with a cooler/refrigerator, preparing price labelling on the organic lettuce packaging, and preparing a special room for organic lettuce reception.

b. Source (Procurement)

The procurement process by the organic lettuce farmers covered receiving organic lettuce seeds, polybag plastics, manure, and plastic packaging. Meantime, at the wholesalers, the procurement process was in the form of sharing information on the readiness of organic lettuce harvest with the farmers. At the retailers and supermarkets, the procurement process was almost the same, by sharing information with the wholesaler 1 and wholesaler 2 on the organic lettuce delivery schedule.

c. Make (Production)

The production process done by the farmers was to conduct organic lettuce cultivation activities. Meanwhile, at the wholesalers, this process was done in the form of post-harvest activities such as washing, sorting, grading, labelling, and packaging. The production activities carried out by the retailers were the same with those performed by the supermarkets, by sorting organic lettuce after received. The retailers and supermarkets then selected the organic lettuce that seemed fresh and had neat packaging. The retailers and supermarkets then put the fresh organic lettuce on to prepared shelves.

d. Deliver (Distribution/Delivery)

A delivery process is an activity of sending products to the hands of consumers at the right time and place. The activities of product delivery to consumers will involve transportation activities. In the transportation activities, suppliers must manage appropriate distribution networks. In this research, the delivery process undertaken by the farmers was to bring the harvested organic lettuce from the polybag plastics to the harvest baskets. Then, the baskets that had already fulfilled with organic lettuce were brought to the means of transportation to be then delivered to the wholesalers.

Similarly, the wholesalers carried out delivery processes by bringing the organic lettuce to the means of transportation, organizing the transportation activities in the organic lettuce delivery process, and taking care of the organic lettuce during the delivery process to the retailers and supermarkets.

e. Return

The process of return is the process of returning or accepting the return of organic lettuce due to certain reasons. In this research, the supply chain institutions of organic lettuce that carried out this process were wholesalers. The wholesalers received organic lettuce returned by the retailers and supermarkets, furthermore, the wholesalers managed the administration related to the return of organic lettuce. After that, the wholesalers verified the organic lettuce returned, followed by exchanging the organic lettuce.

3.2.2. SCOR Card Preparation

In SCOR approach model, there are three levels that have been described above in detail. The first level (Level 1) is the highest level providing a general definition of five basic supply chain management processes, namely planning (plan), procurement (source), production (make), delivery (deliver), and return. The second level (Level 2) describes the translation or explanation of each process in Level 1 into several types and categories of processes. The determination of process categories is useful for defining the supply chain processes that occur. Meanwhile, the third level outlines the sequence of processes occurring in Level 2.

Another research conducted by Prapti et al. (2015) using Supply Chain Operation Reference (SCOR) approach measured the performance of companies based on the five basic processes: plan, source, make, deliver, and return. The results of the analysis showed that the performance assessment using SCOR approach applied the five perspectives as the core processes. Each perspective used consists of several Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), in which plan consists of 5 KPIs, source consists of 4 KPIs, make consists of 7 KPIs, deliver consists of 4 KPIs, and return consists of 2 KPIs.
In this research, SCOR cards provided an overview of the performance calculation and performance indicators of each institution in the organic lettuce supply chain. From the performance assessment, the performance categories of the supply chain institutions of organic lettuce can be known. The performance categories can be considered in the selection of the best alternative solution. The performance attributes used in SCOR cards are reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, cost, and assets. Meanwhile, the performance indicators used in SCOR cards are perfect order fulfilment, delivery performance, lead-time, supply chain flexibility, top supply chain adjustment, product cost, and cash-to-cash cycle.

a. Farmers

Data used for SCOR card preparation on the farmers were the amount of organic lettuce production in one harvest period. From the SCOR card preparation, it can be found the accuracy of quantity, quality, and delivery of organic lettuce to the wholesalers. Besides, it can also be known the performance assessment and category of the organic lettuce farmers. The farmer performance category can be a consideration in selecting the best alternative solution. The average performance value of all the organic lettuce farmers was 82, included in the Good category. This category indicates that the average performance value of all the organic lettuce farmers is good. However, the performance of each organic lettuce farmer can still be increased as much as 18 points.

In addition, the farmers had trouble conducting organic lettuce cultivation activities. The farmers were also constrained by the erratic weather and climate, such as the increased air temperature (hot weather) in the morning, which then decreased in the daylight. This affected the organic lettuce cultivation productivity and activities. Besides, snails easily attacked organic lettuce plants. Due to the cultivation of organic lettuce, rather than using chemical pesticides, the farmers preferred to implement manual techniques or environmentally friendly materials. However, the farmers were still poorly informed and knowledgeable about the use of organic pesticides.

b. Wholesalers

Wholesalers are traders who already have a partnership with farmers. In this research, the wholesalers were in charge of sending organic lettuce to the retailers in traditional markets and supermarkets. The wholesaler 1 would send the grade A-organic lettuce to supermarkets while the wholesaler 2 would send the grade B-organic lettuce to the retailers in traditional markets. Therefore, it can be concluded that there are two types of wholesalers in the organic lettuce delivery. From the SCOR card preparation, it can be known the accuracy of quantity, quality, and delivery of organic lettuce to the retailers and supermarkets. Besides, through the SCOR card preparation, it can also indicate the performance assessment and performance category of the organic lettuce wholesalers. The wholesaler performance category can be a consideration in selecting the best alternative solution.

The results of this research showed that the wholesalers obtained an average performance value of 63, included in the Average category. It means that the average performance of the organic lettuce wholesalers is quite good. However, each wholesaler can still increase the performance value by 37. The performance value included in the Average category reflects the fact that the wholesalers encountered many requirements and rules when entering supermarkets, one of which is that the organic lettuce packaging should use a thick plastic and a qualified label. In addition, the performances of the wholesalers were influenced by the post-harvest and delivery costs.

The wholesaler 2 reached the highest performance value of 70, included in the Average category. On another side, the lowest performance value of 56 was obtained by the wholesaler 1. However, the performance value still includes in the Average category. The low-performance value was because the farmers got a low delivery performance value and lead-time that was equal to 50.

c. Retailers

Retailers sell organic lettuce to consumers in traditional markets. They interact directly with consumers such as receiving consumer complaints when the products they buy is not in accordance with what they expected. Based on the SCOR card preparation at the retailers, it can be known the accuracy of quantity, quality, and sales of organic lettuce to consumers. In addition, the results of the SCOR card preparation showed the performance assessment and performance category of the retailers. The retailer performance category can be taken into account in the
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selection of the best alternative solution. According to the analysis results, all the retailers obtained an average performance value of 70. It means that the performance of all the retailers is included in the Average category. However, each retailer still needs to increase the performance value by 30. The performance value was in accordance with what occurred in the field where the retailers did not meet the consumers’ expectations. Many consumers still received organic lettuce with a damaged packaging or withered lettuce condition. This was because the retailers just put the organic lettuce on the shelves without equipped with a cooler. In addition, the transportation factor also became one of the causes of the damaged organic lettuce packages.

The highest performance value of 79 fell to the retailer 1. The performance value is included in the Good category. Meanwhile, the lowest performance value was 62 obtained by the retailer 2, also included in the Average category. The low-performance value was because the farmers had a low delivery performance of 50.

d. Supermarkets
Supermarkets have the same function as retailers, that is selling products to the consumers. Employees in supermarkets directly interact with consumers such as receiving consumer complaints when the products they buy are not in accordance with what they expected. Based on the SCOR card preparation at the supermarkets, it can be learnt the accuracy of quantity, quality, and sales of organic lettuce to consumers. In addition, the results of the SCOR card preparation showed the performance assessment and performance category of the supermarkets. The supermarket performance category can also be considered in the selection of the best alternative solution. The SCOR card table of the supermarkets suggested that all the supermarkets reached an average performance value of 75, meaning that the performance of all the supermarkets includes in the Good category. This Good category indicates that all the supermarkets provide a good performance. However, the supermarkets can still improve the performance value by 25. In addition, consumers in the supermarkets still felt unsatisfied with the supply availability of organic lettuce. As the result, they needed to wait several days when they run out of organic lettuce stock in supermarkets.

4. Conclusion
The conclusions that can be drawn from this research are as follows:

The institutions of an organic lettuce supply chain generally involve farmers as organic lettuce suppliers, wholesalers as manufactures, retailers as marketing agents who sell organic lettuce to the end consumers in traditional markets, and supermarkets as marketing agents who sell organic lettuce to the end consumers in modern markets. Activities carried out by the institutions/agents in the goods flow are as follows: farmers produce organic lettuce and then sell it to wholesalers. The wholesalers then perform sorting, grading, packaging and labelling activities.

After that, the wholesalers continue to sell organic lettuce to retailers in traditional markets and supermarkets. Both retailers and supermarkets sell organic lettuce to the end consumers. The activities carried out by those supply chain agents in the flow of information have not done perfectly and thoroughly as there is no openness of information obtained directly from consumers about the product quality and quantity. The activities of all supply chain agents in the cash flow are starting from consumers who make payments to retailers and supermarkets. Then, both retailers and supermarkets continue the payments or cash flow to the wholesalers, and then the wholesalers do the same thing to the farmers as suppliers.

According to the results of this research, the performance category achievements of the supply chain management of organic lettuce in detail were 82 for organic lettuce farmers, 63 for wholesalers, 70 for retailers, and 75 for supermarkets. It is expected that organic lettuce supply chain agents with performance values categorized into the Average category can improve their performances in organic lettuce supply chain management to be far better.

Inter-agency activities are also expected to support each other in meeting the needs of organic lettuce supply chain. It is aimed to achieve the goals of organic lettuce supply chain. Furthermore, improvements and enhancements of performance indicators are expected to be made such as the perfect order fulfilment, delivery performance, lead-time, supply chain flexibility, supply chain adjustment, product cost, and cash-to-cash cycle.
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